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Business Summary
Centrum Circle is a Tokenized Fund based on smart contracts, focusing on

Website: www.centrumcoin.com

disruptive and prof itable Crypto, Blockchain and Tokenizable projects.

Industry: Blockchain

We provide companies with a globally compliant Security Token Offering

Launched: 2019

(STO) and Initial Coin Offering (ICO), a suite of token-issuing services,

Team size: 40+ remote teams

and we cover all costs of these. At the same time, we provide investors
with the opportunity to invest in prescreened blockchain projects with

Coin Information

market-leading potential during the private-sale phase, before the tokens

Name: CentrumCoin

become publicly available. We are positioned to become the first globally

Symbol/Ticker: CCC

compliant security-token-focused fund with the highest level of trust,

Platform: Ethereum

security and transparency for token issuers & investors. We provide

Coin Type: ERC-20

industry-specific blockchain solutions and services to ease access

Total Coins: 999,999,999 CCC

to the crypto world.

Mineable: Yes
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The Problem

Sale Information
Coins For Sale: 63%

The rise of ICOs has created a new way to raise capital for thousands of

Public STO Date: Q4 2019

companies, but the industry is flooded with fraudulent of unprofessional

STO Duration: 60 days

teams’ projects. The lack of regulation and a high degree of anonymity

Public Sale Target: $50M

makes it incredibly easy for perpetrators to scam investors simply with
the allure of a white paper and grandiose promises of high capital gains.

Use of Funds

In all this chaos, many governments and regulators have implemented

70% - Investments in ICO projects

strict precautions against ICOs, leading to a highly unpredictable and

20% - Operations

uncertain global regulatory climate for ICO issuers & investors. As all

5% - Legal

countries have different opinions and interests regarding ICOs, even

5% - R&D

making regulations is contradictory sometimes. It is hard or even
impossible to prevent or punish scams and other possible damage by

Coin Distribution

legal sanctions for the time being, so investors can only be protected

Tradable coins: - 750.000.000 CCC

by the creation of a logical set of rules supported by technology which

Coins for sale: - 630.000.000 CCC

makes fraud less plausable.

Reserve: - 120.000.000 CCC
Non-tradable coins: - 250.000.000 CCC
Founders: - 100.000.000 CCC
Management board: - 150.000.000 CCC
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Our Solution
We have created a community-led set of rules to prevent f raud while
working closely with regulatory bodies across the globe as they build their

Contact for Marketing and Press

frameworks. Centrum Circle addresses the shortcomings and challenges

marketing@centrumcoin.com

of the constantly evolving security-token ecosystem by creating a bridge
between the two main parties: investors and projects wanting to raise

Contact for Projects

money through a token offering. We cover the costs of the whole STO

projects@centrumcoin.com

or ICO execution. In addition to marketing the public token offering, our
investment advisory board thoroughly examines and underwrites each

Contact for Institutional Investors

project from the economic point of view. We will only support STOs for

investor@centrumcoin.com

profit-generating projects that have a sustainable business model,
a proven team and high chance of success, to which we contribute
with our blockchain experience and development capabilities.

Investors within the Centrum Circle
ecosystem will benefit from

••

Exceptional investment opportunities
in lucrative and prescreened blockchain

••

••
••

••
••

Get exclusive access to the private-sale phase of all
for CentrumCoin holders. This ensures that you

management team

can invest before public sale at prices which were

Exclusive access to the private-sale phase

earlier offered to institutional investors

••

Have a share in profit - Centrum Circle is actively

launch of their STO

working to make it possible to distribute the

Transparency and full disclosure for their

profit generated on the platform among all

investments every step of the way

CentrumCoin holders

Full knowledge and accountability for usage
of all funds raised
Continuous and recurring income from
dividends and bonus coins

Competitive Advantage

••
••

Diversified portfolio of coin investments

Speed of execution and go-to-market strategy
Not just a venture fund, but an STO platform
offering full transparency and accountability

••
••

to investors
We focuse on tokenizable businesses with
existing revenue streams
In order to safeguard the interest of our investors,

No upfront fees - costs of the complete

we track the usage of raised funds by our portfolio

STO will be covered, including: technology

companies, so that they can access only a portion of

incubation, and globally compliant

the money based on achieving specific milestones

STO execution for all viable blockchain,

••

projects continually, every month

investment advisory board and our technical

Projects looking to launch
STOs will benefit from

••

••

Receive bonus coins from all future portfolio

our portfolio project STOs launched, reserved only

future earnings of our portfolio projects from

••

••

projects vetted by an independent

of pre-screened projects before the public

••

Why should I buy CentrumCoin?

••

We are the first company in the industry who

cryptocurrency, and tokenizable projects

offers an exceptional guarantee to crypto

Technological, legal, financial, regulatory, and

investors, which means that if a specific project

marketing services to securely issue successful

happens to fail for some external reason (markets,

STOs to ensure that they raise the money

politics etc.), the funds which were preserved for

required for successful project execution

the upcoming milestones will be given back to the

Our strategic partnership with Deloitte

investors who invested in that particular project.

Post-STO or ICO support.

The Team
Centrum Circle team has a strong track record and
extensive experience in venture capital, investment
management, accelerator-program management,
blockchain development, crowdfunding, digital
marketing, international law, and have worked at
companies like Ethereum Foundation, McKinsey
&Company, Lehman Brothers, KPMG, Citi.

Patrick Storchenegger Dr.

Johann Polecsak

Chief Executive Off icer

Chief Technology Off icer

